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A city where history truly does live, Charleston, South Carolina is home to many of America's most

admired landscapes. As the first aerial photographic book of its kind, Charleston From Above

provides a unique vantage point to view the city's most famous landmarks from the sky. This

full-color photographic portrait paints pictures of a Charleston and surrounding South Caroline

lowcountry that has captivated the hearts and minds of all that see it. Inside you will find stunning

aerial photographs that reveal the true heart of this city.
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I bought the book "Charleston from Above" because I needed a good picture book of Charleston for

a model building project I was working on. There are not that many good picture books on the

market for modern day Charleston (unless you happen to be IN Charleston. Then, like in most cities,

you normally can find tourist books easily. I have not been in Charleston so finding picture books

has been difficult.)The book is very nice and beautifully illustrated. It is an excellent aerial

presentation of the city. The photos are CLOSE ENOUGH to see great detail easily and FAR

ENOUGH AWAY to enjoy the overall vista without loss of perspective. It is a happy mix. "MY" only

complaint is that a good part of the book covered some of the spectacularly beautiful countryside

surrounding Charleston. The natural beauty is spectacular and beautifully photographed but my

requirement would have been for more of the actual historic downtown than was present in the

book. Still, there was plenty of downtown photos to serve my purposes.In spite of this personal

drawback, The book is beautiful AND the yellow airplane used for the photography is fascinating



unto itself. The photographer managed to cross that magical barrier where a "photograph" becomes

a "work of art" and there is something wonderful in this. So, if you are looking for a beautifully

illustrated picture book of the Charleston region, I think you will enjoy this book very much.

"Charleston From Above" is a beautifully photographed view of Charleston, South Carolina! The

book was damaged more than I had hoped, though. It was a gift and I had to explain why it was in

bad shape to the receiver.

An interesting collaboration between an older pilot and a young photographer making for an

excellent book. Having been raised in Charleston, I especially enjoyed it.

I visit Charleston regularly and have favorite "spots". This book was in the home I rented for the

week and I enjoyed seeing all my favorite "spots" in it and from such a different perspective! Great

story behind the book also.
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